Subject line: Submit your science to #VascularDiscovery21 by June 23!

Dear Colleagues,

The American Heart Association’s annual meeting, Vascular Discovery: From Genes to Medicine 2021 Scientific Sessions is currently accepting abstracts. This year’s meeting offers 16 abstract categories tailored to your field of study and the opportunity to grow your professional network.

Submitting your science to this global virtual meeting is your opportunity to get the recognition you deserve and shine light on your scientific discoveries and research. What it means to have your abstracts accepted:

- Get published in AHA’s ATVB Scientific Journal
- Abstract based awards for early career and mid members
- Virtually present your science from anywhere in the world

To learn more and submit your science, visit their website at https://professional.heart.org/vasculardiscoverysessions

Thank you for your consideration!

Sincerely,

[AHA/Vascular Discovery Ambassador Name]